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protection for whistleblowers and new technological tools to improve data sharing. The
report below is a concise account of the day’s presentations and discussions.
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Executive summary
This executive summary details the main points, key findings and recommendations from
each presentation and panel, followed by some concluding remarks about key issues and
findings arising throughout the day.
Prof Turksen, coordinator of the PROTAX consortium, opened proceedings with a
fundamental question about tax law – is it working? And if not, why not? The distance
between law in books and law in practice drives much of the PROTAX investigation into the
human factors present in the investigation of tax crime, and how law enforcement agencies
(LEAs) respond to them. The ultimate aim of PROTAX is to co-create a toolkit to enhance
and harmonise the prosecution of corporate and/or high-value, transnational tax offences in
the EU. To achieve this, PROTAX has a series of questions and objectives the project is
addressing: How do we investigate and identify the scale of the problem, what kind of legal
framework do we need to tackle tax fraud and other corrupt practices therein, what is the
operational effectiveness of tax regimes, what technological tools do we have and what are
the attitudes towards them, what kind of information sharing do we have amongst
stakeholders, and in what ways could this be improved? How we can design valuable toolkits
will be based on answering these questions. The steps in the PROTAX value chain for
addressing these objectives are as follows: Information gathering -> Analysis -> Operations > Exploitation.
Prof Turksen then offered a progress assessment of where PROTAX as a consortium is in
relation to these objectives. So far, PROTAX has conducted 16 case studies in 11 EU
countries, plus Switzerland, and held focus groups in 10 Member States to study the human
factors involved in investigation of tax crime. PROTAX discovered a number of prominent
‘grey areas’, including a mismatch of tax-gap information and conflicting perceptions and
approaches to tax crime across Members States. Investigating these grey areas from the
perspective of the human factor is where PROTAX will add value.
The first keynote speech was by Nilimesh Baruah, from the OECD Centre for tax policy. Mr
Baruah’s presentation addressed the nature of contemporary financial crime, the drivers of
this type of crime, what the OECD is currently doing to address this, and possible next steps.
The nature of tax crime is complex and international, involving ‘banking without borders’ and
illicit financial flows, where finance flows from the source countries (e.g., money from
human trafficking, drugs and fraud laundered and moved across the world). The different
types of financial crimes are inter-linked, including bribery and corruption, tax evasion and
money laundering, which are in turn linked to other crimes such as drug trafficking, as the
illegal proceeds of such crimes need to be laundered in some way. This is institutionally or
structurally driven by secrecy with regard to ownership of corporate structures, bank secrecy,
inadequate legal frameworks, lax regulation and weak inter-agency cooperation. To combat
this, the OECD has adopted a multi-faceted approach but underpinned by three key pillars:
1. Setting standards and norms, e.g., 10 Global Principles for fighting tax crime, standards for
automatic exchange of financial account information in tax matters (AEOI Standard) and
exchange of Information on Request (EOIR Standard);
2. Capacity Building – OECD Academies and Tax Inspectors Without Borders; and
3. Conducting Impact measurements, or the “Maturity model” (detailed in the report
referenced below).
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Next steps and key principles for the OECD going forwards are to fix corporate liability,
improve legal frameworks, maximise effective use of information exchanged; counter tax
evasion through transparency and EOI; target professional enablers of tax crime and illicit
financial flows; combat financial crimes holistically; conduct self-assessment through a
“maturity model”; explore enhanced cooperation, especially through more effective and real
time access to beneficial ownership information and busting silos, as global challenges
require a unified global response.
Our second keynote speaker, Dr Alison Lui, from Liverpool John Moores University, UK
emphasised the importance of whistleblower protection. Her key message to the conference
was that legal protection will not by itself give whistleblowers protection. What we need
instead is a cultural shift and political will to provide necessary protection. To give an insight
into the type of shift that is necessary, Dr Lui framed the issue in a broader historical context
and the difference in perceptions of whistleblowing between different countries. The
presentation broadly touched on the key questions of whether whistleblowing is effective as a
deterrent and enforcement tool in the financial sector and how to improve whistleblower
protection. The questions were framed within the broader context of the history of
whistleblowing and how it is perceived in different countries in Europe. The presentation
concluded with a look at the EU whistle-blowing directive. There has been a clear shift in the
meaning of the term, since its origins. US sailors used the term “whistleblowing” from 1777
when complaining about Admiral Esek Hopkins’ behaviour. Beginning in the 1960s,
journalists started to refer to whistleblowers as people revealing wrongdoing, rather than as
“snitches” or “informers”. There remains, however, significant difference in perceptions
across EU Member States. In France, civil servants who blow the whistle are often forced to
retire or are ostracised or fired. Transparency International revealed that in Poland 67% of
managers support protections for whistleblowers compared with 38% for Western Europe.
The UK seems strongly in favour of whistleblowing, with 87.5% of executives reporting that
they felt free to report cases of fraud or corruption, while in Cyprus, there is a tendency to
undermine the credibility of whistleblowers by questioning their political motives.
Linguistic differences play a role in perceptions and pose a problem for a unified approach to
drafting legislation concerning whistleblowing. There are currently 58 definitions of
whistleblowing across the EU, with only five of these having positive connotations. For
example, the term whistleblower means ‘snitch’ or ‘informer’ in Czech, whereas it refers to a
‘bell-ringer’ in Dutch. It is contested whether whistleblowing is a successful tool of
deterrence, according to Dr Lui, although whistleblowing can and does play a key role in
enforcement – 50% of fraud cases are uncovered by whistleblowing compared to only 15% by
internal audit, for example. Regardless of legal protections, Dr Lui opined that the workplace
may still become an untenable situation for the whistleblower. Recommendations to improve
this from the Parliamentary Commission Standards of Banking Standards and the FCA
include annual reporting to the board; revised settlement agreement; the new role of a whistleblowing champion; reporting of lost tribunal claims to the FCA; and improved training and
internal whistle-blowing arrangements. Looking to the future, more international cooperation
protecting whistleblowers is essential due to nature of global finance. The EU Whistleblowing
Directive of April 2019 improves and widens scope of whistle-blower protection in the EU. It
has a three-tier reporting channel (internal, external, media) and reverses the burden of proof
concerning specified protected activities. This will hopefully act as a springboard and place
whistleblowers in much better position.
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Ms Nada Milisavljevic from the EC DG Home and Mr Robert Sidler from the EC Tax DG
communicated the policy vision from the EU concerning tax crimes. The policy context
within which the PROTAX project operates is the 2015 European Agenda on Security, which
defines priorities for EU response to security threats 2015 – 2020, recognises the importance
of evidence-based research, policy and innovative solutions and tools that respond to evolving
security threats, within which tax crime sits. Regarding tax policy, Mr Sidler reflected that tax
crime revelations, such as the Panama Papers, showed the necessity for greater international
cooperation. Given that fighting tax crime is a national competency, the solution is not in tax
administration alone; a multi-disciplinary front against tax crime is the EU vision. One such
initiative demonstrates this, EU Policy Cycle - EMPACT, which was created to help improve
the fight against serious and organised international crime. Aiming to disrupt the capacity of
organised crime, one priority action targets excise fraud, and Missing Trader Intra
Community fraud (MTIC).
Prof Turksen then delivered the key findings from the PROTAX case studies and focus
groups. These included challenges posed by sweetheart deals / Deferred Prosecution
Agreement (DPAs), lenient sentencing, lack of public understanding of the impact of tax
crimes, inconsistent media coverage of tax crime, public perception of tax evasion as a serious
crime, operational factors, cultural factors, anti-money laundering (AML) and dual role of
enablers. The focus groups confirmed the PROTAX consortium’s suspicions insofar as that
while all countries treat tax evasions as crimes, the differences between other tax crimes
across jurisdictions, was less clear. Due to the complexity of the nature of tax crime,
diverging approaches and definitions, and the legal and cultural differentials across
jurisdictions, we have been compelled to conceptualise tax crime in shades of grey rather than
black and white.
Ms Fanou Rasmouki from the PROTAX consortium communicated the findings of the focus
groups related to the division of roles of LEAs and other institutions tasked with fighting tax
crimes, and the adequacy of legal powers therein. She identified shortcomings in this area,
such as duplication of work, and asked whether more optimum arrangements could be
established. The division of roles of LEA institutions tasked with fighting tax crimes differs
across the EU. For example, the aspects needing improvement in the national contexts
include: The Estonian Tax and Customs Board (ETCB) does not have full surveillance
authority and powers whereas the Polícia Judiciária (PJ) investigators in Portugal lack direct
access to fiscal and tax information. In numerous EU Member States, the FIUs do not have
the legal power to suspend and freeze bank accounts. They do not have to inform suspects
when looking for digital evidence. It was also asserted that there is a need to simplify the
undercover legislation and the fact that tax administration and customs auditors lack
investigative powers. Regarding the use of legal powers, it was made clear that there is a lack
of direct access to information relating to suspects, an inability to use collected records for
criminal investigation, suspects frustrating the investigation and prosecution procedures, and
LEAs often lack the necessary resources to make use of the legal powers. In several
jurisdictions, it was also evident that there is either limited or no data available on the number
of prosecutions and success rate of convictions. And finally, regarding the adequacy of LEAs’
resources, participants said that there is an overall pattern of scarcity of resources. This
includes technological and human resources, and the expertise necessary to exploit emerging
tools and methods. Overall, LEAs identified the following key factors for improvement:
credible sanctions to deter tax evaders, prosecutors in other regions with less workload should
be able to support their colleagues in areas with higher workload, such as those working in the
6
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capital; need for a pause and embed approach, when it comes to legislation, rather than
always seeking new laws; and cultural change can be driven by appropriate incentives.
Dr Reinhard Kreissl from the PROTAX consortium emphasised that law in books and law in
reality have to be separately considered. Why? Because the specific infrastructure and the
unnoticed cultural factors are important for enforcement of tax crime. This is relevant when
we consider the role played by enablers in tax crime. Dr Kreissl outlined two primary points
most relevant for the role enablers play in the context of tax crimes. Firstly, they have a dual
role in reporting tax crime and defending client interests. Secondly, they play a role in
influencing policy. Enablers have a role in providing advice to clients, and navigating
complex tax law on behalf of corporations, or whatever that specific role is. However, they
have also been ‘responsibilised’ by authorities, a role that should in fact be an LEA role. The
focus groups showed an understanding of the conflicts between enablers, LEAs and
authorities that took on very different forms. This conflict is demonstrated by information
sharing. Enablers must balance their role in informing authorities with another question: what
does this mean for the privacy and data protection of my clients? The second key point about
this dual role is the influence over the policy framework. There is usually a strong
representation by enablers – for example, the big four accountancy firms. However, very
rarely if at all is there representation from NGOs, which produces a bias in the policy process.
The role enablers play in tax crime needs to be addressed in order to improve both the
investigation and prosecution of tax crime. It shows the vital importance of addressing the
environment in which tax crime is produced, not only whether the ‘correct’ laws are in place.
A panel discussion involving stakeholders from authorities involved in countering tax crime
addressed the major challenges and opportunities in preventing tax crime. Chaired by Prof
Turksen from the PROTAX consortium, the panel comprised Petra Vitkova (Prosecutor’s
Office, Czech Republic), Rain Kuus (Estonian Tax and Customs Board), Italo Borrello (FIU,
Bank of Italy), Rui Correia Marques (Prosecutor’s office, Portugal), Kadriann Ikkonen (Tallin
Administration Court, Estonia). The panel members offered brief presentations followed by
discussion. Ms Vitkova highlighted two primary problems in the investigation and
prosecution of tax crimes. Firstly, tax criminals exploit the essentially transnational nature of
tax crime and mutually competitive jurisdictions. Secondly, it is important to note that the
proceeds from tax crime are often invested in other criminal enterprises, such as illegal drugs
and terrorism. Petra’s recommendations centred around improving information sharing and
good practice. Mr Rain Kuus tackled the nature of enforcement and stressed that it is
important from a policy perspective to focus on both the “whip and the cookie”. While
making it easy, comfortable and socially desirable to pay taxes on the one hand, there should
then be, in such an environment, zero tolerance to tax crime. Mr Italo Borrelo clarified the
role played by FIUs in the tax crime environment to disseminate intelligence, but not to
investigate suspicious activity. FIUs are charged with combatting money laundering and
predicate offences by receiving, analysing and disseminating suspicious financial reports.
This distinct role is reinforced by their slightly different aim to LEAs and other authorities,
which is to “protect the integrity of the economy”. The second key message of this
presentation highlighted the context and importance of international collaboration. The OECD
has set international standards for FIUs, and FIUs are expected to share information not only
with counterparts internally, but also with other FIUs. This is also true within the EU
framework, as set out in previous directives.
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Mr Rui Correria from the Prosecutor’s Office in Portugal identified mutual trust, and not only
mutual recognition, of other MS jurisdictions as key area for improving the fight against tax
crimes. Mutual trust denotes the willingness of one MS to allow authorities from other MS to
perform judicial acts on their territory. While this is not yet reality, three electronic evidence
proposals push collaboration in this direction. The European Production Order would allow
judicial authority in one Member State to get e-evidence from another service provider within
20 days. The European Preservation Order will oblige a service provider in one Member State
to preserve data, on request, that may be required for future investigation of tax crime by
another Member State. And the European Investigation Order (EIO) will replace the Mutual
Legal Assistance (MLA) between Member States, streamlining the process, by introducing
mutual recognition of other Member States’ judicial decisions, standardised forms for making
requests and specified time limits for responding.
Ms Kadriann Ikkonen emphasised the domestic context in countering tax crime, highlighting
two main reasons for paying taxes or otherwise. Firstly, it is individually beneficial, insofar as
the costs of not paying it are too high. Secondly, it is considered to be a pro-social activity, or
moral duty. Estonia addresses these two aspects, by engaging in positive tax campaigns to
improve the moral sense of duty and pro-social culture of paying taxes, and by improving the
efficiency of the tax ecosystem and producing disincentives to not paying taxes. These types
of measures involve making cash payments less desirable, laws compelling invoices over
€1,000 to be declared and hotlines to report suspicious tax activity.
The next session of the conference involved guest presentations and a question and answer
session. Firstly, a Maltese perspective on fighting tax crime was offered by Marvin Gaerty,
the Commissioner for Revenue, and Alfred Camilleri, from the Ministry of Finance. Mr
Gaerty emphasised the importance of a high-level strategy in combatting tax crime, such as
the continuous analysis of tax evasion and the shadow/cash economy, identifying risks and
action plans for addressing these risks. He said they were working to eliminate legal and
practical obstacles for pursuing criminal investigations for tax evasion and investigating tax
evasion as more than a mere administrative offence. Malta is enhancing the use of financial
intelligence in criminal investigations of tax-related offences and is more proactively pursuing
parallel financial investigations, including in regard to money laundering.
Mr Camilleri focussed on the strategic orientation towards tax crime by Maltese authorities,
and issues of implementation. Strategic policy to overcome silos, even on a small island like
Malta, is very important. Maximising revenue as a key strategic objective motivates
authorities to go for low-hanging fruit, which can encourage authorities to ignore larger and
more complex cases. Tax crime is not only best challenged through investigation, but also by
removing the opportunities and incentives from within fiscal policy to commit tax crime. A
two-pronged approach is being adopted through the introduction of a materiality principle,
and where amounts are significant individuals are prosecuted. Removing grey areas that can
be exploited removes opportunities. Resources are an issue regarding implementation of
strategic objectives; however, targeting those resources in an efficient fashion is also key.
Combining tax authorities, for example, VAT and Customs, can overcome silos and improve
efficient deployment of information and human resources. Expertise is also an important
resource that needs addressing. For example, in Malta, a new university programme with
‘crime study units’ has been established with a view of strengthening forensic studies
expertise. In conclusion, complexity creates opportunities. We need the right balance between
8
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implementation and correct legislation. We need to regulate new economic areas, such as
crypto currencies and e-commerce. We need to view tax crime especially through the prism of
economic incentives, not morality.
Concluding remarks: Key issues repeated throughout the conference that would create a more
conducive environment to the successful enforcement of tax crime were institutional
environment issues, such as the repeated issue of silos. Authorities and LEAs are often
working in ignorance of the role and information held by other authorities, and more interagency collaboration to ‘brace’ these silos was deemed necessary by many expert
participants, with some success stories in this area, such as the example of Malta.
Institutional resources, ranging from simple human capacity to not having the expertise
necessary to exploit the latest technologies, were mentioned. Reasons for this lack of
resources ranged from lack of university courses offering forensic and financial investigation
expertise, to the lure of the private sector for those with such expertise. Policy frameworks are
a vital area in which to address issues, such as the dual role of enablers in tax crime. What
was clearly communicated was the need not only for legislation but an approach to policy and
legislation that embedded considerations of the human factor when it comes to the role of
enablers.
Another key issue emphasised by various participants was that complexity provides
opportunities for avoiding tax: Whether that be on the domestic front, wherein simplifying the
tax regime for citizens improves payment of taxes, as the Estonia example demonstrated, be it
loopholes exploited by organised tax criminals, or the issue of definitional confusion between
different jurisdictions concerning what tax crime is.
Cross border information sharing was repeatedly identified as a priority area that needs to
match the cross-border nature of tax crime. Cultural shifts within institutions is an issue that
also cut across various papers and panels, demonstrated by the example of whistleblowers.
Increased legal protections for whistleblowers is not providing an adequate shield against
institutional retribution. A final key cross-cutting theme communicated by expert participants
and the PROTAX consortium was the distance that needs bridging between legislation and
implementation. As stated by Prof Turksen at the outset, and other participants throughout the
conference, the difference between law in books and law in practice is the difference between
successfully addressing tax crime or not. The institutional environment, collaboration,
perception, unseen cultural differences and other human factors all compound this distance,
and it is here that action is required. The PROTAX consortium’s overall goal of developing
and disseminating a bespoke tool to build capacity to address these factors, it was concluded,
can be part of the solution.

List of acronyms/abbreviations
Abbreviation

Explanation

AEOI
AML
ARB
CAB
CDD
CFR
DPA

Automatic exchange of information
Anti-Money Laundering
Assets Recovery Bureau
Criminal Assets Bureau
Customer Due Diligence
Commissioner for Revenue
Deferred Prosecution Agreement
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DPP
ECU
EOI
EOIR
EPOS
ETCB
FIAU
FIU
GdF
HMRC
IRD
KYC
LEA
JITs
MFSA
MASP
MTIC
MLA
MS
PJ
SAR/STR
SOCTA

Director of Public Prosecutions
Economic Crimes Unit
Exchange of information
Exchange of Information on Request
Electronic Point of Sale
Estonian Tax and Customs Board
Financial Intelligence Analysis Unit
Financial Intelligence Unit
Guardia di Finanza
Her Majesty's Revenue and Customs
Inland Revenue Department
Know-Your-Customers
Law Enforcement Agency
Joint Investigative Teams
Malta Financial Services Authority
Multi Annual Strategic Plans
Missing Trader Intra Community fraud
Mutual Legal Assistance
Member State
Polícia Judiciária
Suspicious Activity Report/Suspicious Transaction Report
Serious and Organised Crime Threat Assessment

Table 1: List of acronyms/abbreviations

1 Introduction
1.1 Background
Tax crimes are fuelled by factors of various nature: legal, institutional, socio-economic,
cultural and behavioural. PROTAX, an EU-funded project, addresses all of these factors and
adds a new dimension to the problem: the human factor. To understand the challenges posed
to the investigation, prosecution and prevention of tax crimes, PROTAX carried out a series
of focus group events across 10 EU-Member States, with a large spectrum of stakeholders
involved at the operational level in countering tax crimes. In this conference, we aimed to
gain new insights from the findings of the PROTAX project, discuss the similarities and
differences in the challenges of tax crime law enforcement across the EU, and think
collectively about best practices to improve cooperation mechanisms and information-sharing
at EU level. The conference offered a platform for attendees to discuss these topics, exchange
views and network with their peers from across the EU and contribute to articulating
recommendations on how to move forward in the fight against tax crimes.
The event welcomed guest speakers from:
• Tax and law enforcement authorities (tax administrations, customs authorities, police
economic crime units, public prosecutors, judiciary, ministries of justice, ministries of
finance, etc.)
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•
•

Obliged entities from various sectors (e.g., accounting specialists, tax audit/advisory
firms, tax lawyers, financial institutions, real estate agents, art dealers, industry
associations, etc.)
Policymakers, regulators, inter-governmental organisations, academic experts and
global movements.

The aim of the conference was not only to share information and disseminate findings to a
new audience, as could be achieved with a broader and more general conference on tax crime,
but to specifically align the PROTAX project’s findings with those who could engage and
exploit them. This was reflected in the targeted nature of the participants invited. Insights
about PROTAX were disseminated to this audience, and collaboration on substantive issues
concerning tax crime, tools for data sharing and policy were developed for future work and
research.

2. Methodology
The methodology of the PROTAX conference was a simple but important factor. The
conference differed from a more general conference inasmuch as, along with other invited
expert participants involved in various aspects of fighting tax crime, focus group participants
were invited to deliver presentations. The PROTAX consortium then delivered their findings
alongside this, and analysis of both the project’s overall value and new insights discovered so
far concerning tax crime from the analysis of the focus groups, were articulated. This
convergence of expert participants from the focus groups, and researchers from the PROTAX
consortium, generated the insights and space in which to apply analysis of the human factor to
practical cases and academic insights. This produced a working conference in which
collaborative ideas could be taken forward and exploited, rather than only being designed to
communicate to a passive audience.

3.Conference presentations
3.1 - PROTAX Introduction. Prof Umut Turksen: Coventry University
Prof Turksen, coordinator of the PROTAX consortium, opened the conference by asking
some fundamental questions about the law, and outlining the aims, objectives and goals of the
PROTAX project.
Does the law work? Given that the tax gap suggested by the OECD (2015) is somewhere in
the region of USD 100bn to 240bn, and having had tax laws and criminalised tax offences for
a considerable period of time, we need to ask: are the tax laws working? And if not, why not?
PROTAX hones in on the human factor in order to provide answers to these questions.
Prof Turksen reiterated the ultimate goal of PROTAX, the objectives to achieve that goal, and
what the PROTAX consortium has achieved so far.

11
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Ultimate Goal of PROTAX:
To co-create a toolkit to enhance and harmonise the prosecution of corporate and/or high
value, transnational tax offences in the EU.
PROTAX objectives:
Objective 1 - Investigate and identify the types and scale of tax crimes, and the role played by
enablers therein.
Objective 2 - Assess the legal frameworks in the EU for addressing tax crime, identify high
risk sectors and any gaps and loopholes present, and the role played by professional enablers.
Objective 3 - Improve the operational effectiveness of tax regimes, and contribute to
improving the effectiveness of tax law, including feeding into EU directives, notably
Directives 2014/42/EC and (EU) 2017/1371.

Objective 4 - Compare and analyse the utilisation of counter tax crime technology and
methods across the EU, and the attitudes and disincentives that may influence cross-border
action against tax crime.
Objective 5 - Improve sharing of information, best practices and stakeholder knowledge for
policymakers and LEAs.
PROTAX value chain:
Info gathering

Analysis

Operations

Exploitation.

Assessment of where we are as a consortium
What we have done so far:
PROTAX has conducted 16 case studies in 11 EU countries + Switzerland.
These were designed to cover the range of prominent tax crimes impacting the EU, including
VAT carousels.
PROTAX has held focus groups in 10 Member States with LEAs and other stakeholders to
investigate the human factors involved in tax crime.
What we found:
A number of “grey areas”. The numbers presented between the tax gap of a given country and
the OECD are different. Part of the difficulty here is that some countries do not record all
crimes or aggregate tax crimes with other crimes. Other human factors uncovered that affect
the investigation and prosecution of tax crime include perceptions of tax crime by the
judiciary and the public, the dual role of enablers and cultural and definitional differences
between jurisdictions.
PROTAX has been investigating and uncovering the key factors explaining the difference
between law in books and law in practice.
In conclusion, Prof Turksen outlined the ongoing and future tasks of PROTAX. Today, he
said, is about knowledge exchange and knowledge transfer. We need you to provide input in
order to continue the success of the PROTAX findings and towards the ultimate goal of
12
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creating a toolkit to harmonise organisation and networking to improve the combat against tax
crime across the Member States.

3.2

Keynote I: Inter-Agency coordination in fighting corporate tax fraud

Nilimesh Baruah – OECD Centre for tax policy
Mr Baruah presented on the inter-agency coordination of fighting corporate tax fraud from the
view of the OECD. The presentation gave an overview of key complexities in this area, how
the OECD responds, and future development. Mr Baruah also drew on two recent examples
of financial crime cases to further demonstrate the complexity that authorities and LEAs are
faced with, namely, the Panama Papers and 1MDB (1Malaysia Development Berhad) case.
Financial crime is increasingly complex, and we are seeing more innovative forms of tax
evasion. This is made possible by numerous factors such as more extensive use of corporate
vehicles and professional enablers of financial crime. Banking without borders and illicit
financial flows are a major contemporary issue where finance flows from the source countries
(e.g., money from human trafficking, drugs and fraud is laundered and moved across the
world) is on a much grander scale than development aid flowing from the West.
Overall, different types of financial crimes are intrinsically linked, e.g., bribery and
corruption, tax evasion, money laundering are linked to other crimes such as drug trafficking.
Illegal proceeds from crime must be laundered.
Drivers of financial crime
Mr Baruah cited the following drivers of financial crime:
§
§
§
§

Secrecy with regard to ownership of corporate structures is increasingly a problem, as
well as bank secrecy
Inadequate legal frameworks
Lax Regulation
Weak inter-agency cooperation.

There is a clear misuse of corporate vehicles in the sense that there is a corporate-legal
engineering marvel which converts unlimited liability of ventures into limited liability for
shareholders. Certain features make this amenable for misuse, such as bearer shares, shell
companies and opaque ownership structures. For example, we no longer need individual
owners and directors responsible for each structure, as a company can now be a director of
another company.
An example of the complexity is presented in the Panama Papers released in 2016. The
papers list more than 21,400 offshore entities, connected to people in 200 countries. The
papers named 140 politicians and officials from around the world and highlighted the strong
role that banks have in driving offshore companies.
Another recent example is the 1MDB (1Malaysia Development Berhad), which is an ongoing
case from 2015 in which a Malaysian state-run fund was used to siphon off money to
politicians, and facilitated by banks as well as corporate vehicles. The difficulty here is that
13
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the corporate entities used no longer reside within national boundaries. This means that we
urgently need to change our outlook and work together more closely, across borders.
The World Bank Grand Corruption Case Database, detailed in a report from 2012, The
Puppet Masters, demonstrates clearly how corporate vehicles are at the forefront of tax
evasion and financial crime and how legal structures are used for criminal purposes due to
their opacity. Companies are located in different countries, the same goes for bank accounts,
financial flows are difficult to trace between countries due to jurisdictions. Money is filtered
through a number of shell companies and laundered through capital gains, so that the profit is
tax-free.
Using legal personas and arrangements in this way is beneficial in that it:
§
§
§
§
§

Provides secrecy and anonymity
Bypasses CCD and KYC
Re-routes proceeds of crime into investments
Enjoying benefits for funds earned
Anonymity across jurisdictions as authorities in different countries are not
collaborating or communicating.

The OECD has a multifaceted approach for supporting governments to fighting tax crime and
illicit financial flows. Mr Baruah introduced a number of different mechanisms and
publications.
In the first instance, he said, there are three key pillars to the OECD response and action on
financial crime:
1. Setting standards and norms, e.g., 10 Global Principles for fighting tax crime1,
Standard for Automatic Exchange of Financial Account Information in Tax Matters
(AEOI Standard) and exchange of Information on Request (EOIR Standard)
2. Capacity Building – OECD Academies and Tax Inspectors Without Borders
3. Conducting Impact measurements – Maturity model
The “Maturity model” is in development by the OECD, and is designed to be an easy-to- use
impact assessment diagnostic tool based on the OECD’s Ten Global Principles for Fighting
Tax Crime. The tool will break down the fundamental elements required from these 10
principles in order for a country to be able to effectively fight tax crime, and assess the
capacities of authorities to do so over different stages of evolution, or “maturity”.2
The OECD also published the Oslo Dialogue,3 which outlines a whole government approach
to fighting tax crimes and illicit financial flows. The OECD hosts Global Forums as events
1

OECD
(2017)
Fighting
Tax
Crime:
10
Global
Principles,
October
2017.
https://www.oecd.org/tax/crime/fighting-tax-crime-the-ten-global-principles.pdf.
2
APEC/OECD (2019), Combatting Tax Crimes More Effectively in APEC Economies, Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development and Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation. www.oecd.org/tax/crime/combattingtax-crimes-more-effectively-in-apec-economies.htm.
3
OECD (2018) The OECD Oslo Dialogue, October 2018. https://www.oecd.org/tax/crime/Oslo-Dialogueflyer.pdf.
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for information exchange, supported by the AEOI and EOIR standards, which now have 94
participating jurisdictions that have undertaken 6,100 bilateral information exchanges. This
availability of information will greatly assist in resolving the complexity in corporate
structures and ownership chain models.
The next possible steps for the OECD are to:
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Fixing corporate liability – improving legal frameworks
Maximising effective use of information exchanged – countering tax evasion through
transparency and Exchange of Information
Targeting professional enablers of tax crime and illicit financial flows
Combating financial crimes holistically
Conducting self-assessment through the maturity model
Exploring enhanced cooperation
Getting more effective and real-time access to beneficial ownership information
Busting silos, as global challenges require a unified global response.

3.3 Keynote Topic: Whistleblowing in the 21st century in the European Union
Dr Alison Lui, Reader in Corporate and Financial Law, Liverpool John Moores
University, UK
Dr Lui presented the key message that legal protection will not by itself give whistleblowers
protection; we need a cultural shift and political will to provide necessary protection.
The presentation broadly touched on the key questions of whether whistleblowing is effective
as a deterrent and enforcement tool in the financial sector and how to improve whistle-blower
protection. The questions were framed within the broader context of the history of
whistleblowing and how it is perceived in different countries in Europe. The presentation
concluded with a look at the EU Whistleblowing Directive.
History
The first whistleblowing law dates back to 1777 in the US when sailors were said to have
‘blown the whistle’ and complained about US Admiral Esek Hopkins. Fast forward to the
1960s when journalists started to refer to whistleblowers as people who revealed wrongdoing,
rather than snitches and informers. There is thus a clear shift towards a more positive
connotation. The perception of whistleblowers differs significantly, however, between EU
countries, as was revealed by Transparency International in its study of 2013:4
§
§
§

In Portugal, public officials who blow the whistle should be prepared to lose
everything.
French civil servants are either forced to retire, ostracised or fired.
In Cyprus, there is a strong tendency to question the whistleblower’s motives.
Indications of political affiliation undermine the validity of their disclosure.

4

Transparency International (2013) Whistle-Blowing in Europe. Legal Protections for Whistleblowers in the EU.
https://issuu.com/transparencyinternational/docs/2013_whistleblowingineurope_en.
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There are, however, examples of positive perceptions of whistleblowers:
§
§
§

87.5% executives surveyed in the UK said they were free to report cases of fraud or
corruption, compared to 54% in the rest of Europe.
In Poland, nearly 67% of company managers support the idea of rewarding whistleblowers compared to 38% in Western Europe.
The media has played a strong role in putting a positive spin on whistleblowing,
presenting them as heroes rather than as snitches.

Linguistic barriers in whistleblowing across the EU
There is a clear difficulty in translating whistleblowing, which has led to problems of how
they are perceived. This has also led to problems with drafting legislation as this is not a
commonly accepted legal term. Hence, the use of ‘public interest disclosure’ is the accepted
legal terminology in the UK and Ireland.
The definition of “whistleblower” across different languages also relates to cultural
perspectives, leading to public perception issues that may have a negative connotation, e.g.,
informer or snitch (Czech), bell-ringer (Dutch) and ‘employee who signals a violation’
(Bulgarian). There are currently 58 definitions across the EU, and only five of these have
positive connotations.
Whistleblowing as a deterrent
§
§
§

40% of fraud cases are identified by whistleblowers, compared to only 15%
discovered by internal audit.
There is no agreement on whether whistleblowing has a direct effect on the volume of
tax crimes.
Firms subject to whistleblowing have seen a decrease in tax aggressiveness and
accounting irregularities and this deterrent effect lasts for two years after the year of
allegation.

Whistle blowing as enforcement tool
Whistleblowers play a key role in enforcement in the US, and their involvement in the
enforcement process is associated with an 8.5% increased likelihood that the Securities
Exchange Commission imposes monetary sanctions on the firm, and a 6.64% increase in
likelihood of criminal sanctions against the targeted employees. There is no clear evidence of
this in the UK and the Financial Conduct Authority and Prudential Regulatory Authority are
still too weak in enforcement.
Whistleblowing in the UK
Whistleblowers are protected under the Public Interest Disclosure Act 1988. The English
Common Law concept of ‘no confidence in iniquity’ covers a broad range of workers across
all sectors. It includes a reference to a public interest test (that there is reasonable belief that
the disclosure was made in the public interest).
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However, real protection starts with good practice in workplace. Even if we have the laws to
protect whistleblowers, if we do not have the culture to do so, then whistleblowers may be
sacked regardless, may face discriminatory practices while remaining in the workplace, or
may not be re-employed in the future within the same industry. Real protection for whistleblowers starts with good corporate governance that encourages staff to speak up, and which
then responds to their revelations. Actual protections for whistleblowers differ across the EU.
Protection of whistleblowers UK v EU
Protection across EU is different and has been rated by Transparency International5 on the
basis of a country’s laws, politics, society’s perception of whistleblowers, their prospects and
other considerations. In 2014, Romania became the first country in Europe to protect
whistleblowers from retaliation.
Is whistleblowing effective in the UK financial sector?
Prior to 2007, there was little whistleblower protection in the UK and we still see poor
whistleblowing policies in the five major UK banks.6 The banking sector differs from the
corporate sector. It still has a herd-like mentality, with a single-minded drive for profits. This
makes it difficult for whistleblowers to speak out.
Recommendations to improve whistleblower protection
Improving whistleblower protection is ultimately down to the human factor; it needs to be
seen as a good deed, according to Dr Liu. The Parliamentary Commission on Banking
Standards and the FCA presented new whistleblowing rules. These include annual reporting
to the board; revised settlement agreement; the new role of a whistleblowing champion;
reporting of lost tribunal claims to the FCA; and improved training and internal
whistleblowing arrangements. The FCA reviewed the rules in 2018 and made the following
recommendations: more whistleblowing training for firms, an improved documentation for
their whistleblowing investigation processes and practical arrangements for protecting
whistle-blowers.
Looking to the future
International cooperation on protecting whistleblowers is needed to reduce financial crimes.
An example of this is the case of Watherhouse and Rihan, who both lost their jobs for
flagging suspicious activity at a major gold refinery in Dubai, which found evidence of an
organised crime group using gold sales to launder British drug money. When they blew the
whistle, they were met with indifference and suspicions. They are both still unemployed.
5

Transparency International (2019). Building on the EU Directive for Whistleblower Protection: Analysis and
Recommendations”:
https://www.transparency.org/whatwedo/publication/building_on_the_eu_directive_for_whistleblower_prot
ection.
6
Lui, A. (2014) Protecting whistle-blowers in the UK financial industry International Journal of Disclosure and
Governance (2014) 11: 195. https://doi.org/10.1057/jdg.2013.2.
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EU Whistleblower Protection Directive 2019 (April)
This new Directive has the following effects:
§ Improves and widens the scope of whistleblower protection in the EU
§ Has a three-tier reporting channel (internal, external, media)
§ Reverses the burden of proof (protected activity and detriment). This reversal acts as a
springboard and places whistleblowers in a much better position.

3.4 EU policy vision and expectations
Nada Milisavljevic – DG HOME
The presentation started with providing the policy context within which PROTAX operates.
This is the 2015 European Agenda on Security which defines priority actions at EU level to
ensure an effective EU response to security threats in the 2015-2020 timeframe. The agenda
recognises the importance of research and innovation in keeping the EU up to date with
evolving security needs. Research allows for the identification of new security threats and for
measuring their impact on European society. R&I also contributes to building trust in
evidence-based security policies and tools and innovative solutions will help to mitigate
security risks more effectively.
Security is one of the key societal challenges and concerns the protection of citizens, society,
the economy as well as Europe’s assets, infrastructure and services. Any disruption,
intentional or accidental, can have a detrimental impact with high economic and/or societal
costs.
The majority of Member States depend entirely on the EU for security research. Only eight
MS have national security research programmes (AT, DE, FI, FR, NL, PL, SE, UK). Horizon
2020 represents more than 50% of overall public funding in the area of security research. The
total budget for “Secure Societies” is 1.7 billion (2.2% of the Horizon 2020 budget).
DG Home sets the agenda for security research through multi-annual and annual programmes
in co-operation with other DGs. The programmes rely on various inputs from a Programme
Committee, political priorities, advisory groups, foresighting etc. The overall goal is to bring
innovative technologies to the field of operations. Research is seen as part of a wider process,
the Capacity Development Process.
This is reflected in the renewed policy context as presented in the 12/2018 Seventeenth
Progress Report towards an effective and genuine Security Union. The appropriate update on
research can only be guaranteed if the research is seen as one of the building blocks of a wider
capacity development, which brings together the five main actor groups: researchers, policy
makers, practitioners, industry and citizens.
One of the five main security research domains is Fighting Crime and Terrorism (FCT). This
strand of H2020 has funded two networks of LEA practitioners (ILEAnet and I-LEAD)
which should monitor H2020 projects with a view to recommending uptake or
industrialisation of results; express common requirements with regard to innovations that
could fill in capability and other gaps; and indicate priorities as regards domains that require
more standardisation.
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The policy side of FCT will monitor projects for policy impact, such as policymaking
toolkits; common approaches for assessing risks and identifying risk-based security measures;
and a better understanding of how citizens perceive security and insecurity. Projects should
quickly and authoritatively transfer results of R&D to policy settings and this is a merit factor
that will be assessed under impact. Today this timeline is too long.
Robert Sidler - Tax Crime Policy - EU
The fight against tax crime is a national competency but recent revelations, e.g., in the
Panama Papers reveal the need for greater cooperation and transparency across national
borders. The solution is not in tax administration alone; LEAs are more efficient and
effective as they can identify connections between crime and financial crime. What we want
to do, said Mr Sidler, is to create a multi-disciplinary front line against tax crime.
One of these initiatives is EMPACT (EU Policy Cycle) which was set up to create a better
continuity in the fight against serious international and organised crime. The cycle calls for
effective cooperation among LEAs, other EU agencies, EU institutions and relevant third
parties. One of the priority actions is against criminal organisations performing tax
fraud/crime. The aim is to disrupt the capacity of organised crime gangs (OCGs) and
specialists involved in excise fraud and Missing Trader Intra Community (MTIC) fraud. The
policy action also targets criminal finances and money laundering and facilitates asset
recovery in view of effectively confiscating criminal profits of OCGs. This is made possible
by enhancing communication across silos.
Key priorities for tax crime with EMPACT – Practitioners
1. Excise and MTIC Fraud
2. Criminal finances and money laundering.
EMPACT 2018 – 2021 – EU SOCTA7 (policy development) MASPs – policy setting
implementation and monitoring (OAP)8
§
§

Prioritises policymaking context
Five-year priorities

This programme is voluntary but boils down to the commitment of Member States. Every
year, the EU Member States create operational action plans with Europol. This process takes
into account political priorities but also realities.
The Commissioner’s letter states tax crime enforcement is a two-fold process. On one side
are members making the system more robust against tax crime while at same time prosecuting
more successfully. Key points in the letter:
§
7
8

Solution to tax crime is not tax administration alone.

Serious and Organised Crime Threat Assessment.
Operational Action Plans.
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§
§
§

Law enforcement can be more efficient and effective.
LEAs can see connections between crime and financial crime.
“We are trying to create a Multi-disciplinary ‘front line’ against tax crime” by
setting up new units.

Mr Sidler concluded his remarks by focusing on “bracing silos”, not breaking silos. Interagency communication in full and comprehensive fashion is key to success.

3.5 PROTAX consortium presentations and Q&A
3.5.1 Perception, law in books, prosecutions and convictions
Prof Umut Turksen – Coventry University – PROTAX consortium
“50 shades of grey and dark grey” - Findings from focus groups and case studies.
Prof Turksen began by giving a historical context to the issue of tax crime, citing ancient
Assyrian sources of tax crime going back to the 9th Century BC and 8th Century BC.
Findings and overview of PROTAX so far
We discovered a tax gap9 of €137.5 billion in the EU. The 10 countries hosting the focus
groups had a tax gap of €87 billion,10 and the tax gap is not evenly spread, with Germany and
Italy accounting for a disproportionately large proportion.
The criteria for selecting the case studies included:
§
§
§
§
§
§

The commission’s priorities, access and partners.
We looked for large-scale cases where there was a lot of money involved.
We focused on cases in which professionals and enablers played a role.
We chose cases in which cross sector and cross jurisdictional reach was a relevant
factor.
Each of our cases within the case studies has run their juridical course, meaning
we could use public documents.
We chose case studies to represent the range of tax crime prominent in the EU.

Our findings:
§
§
§
§
§

Nearly all of the cases made use of enablers.
Approximately two-thirds included tax havens and/or secrecy jurisdictions.
VAT carousels (missing trade VAT-Fraud schemes) are prevalent, as are the use
of shell companies.
We found no common definition of tax crimes across Member States.
Electronic solutions can be present and offer highly innovative solutions.

9

The tax gap is the difference between total taxes owed and taxes paid on time.
See: IHS, Study and Reports on the VAT Gap in the EU-28 Member States: 2019 Final Report
(TAXUD/2015/CC/131, September 2019): https://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/sites/taxation/files/vat-gapfull-report-2019_en.pdf.
10
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§
§
§
§
§
§

§
§
§
§

For example, think of Spotify. Illegal downloading of music has just about
disappeared with the introduction of Spotify, because it eradicates the motivation.
Could a solution based on the same premise work for tax crime?
We found bank secrecy laws and regulations is a major issue for transparency and
hiding the processes of tax crime.
Greater protection for whistleblowers may facilitate the detection of tax crimes.
We do not always have the right legal mechanisms across Member States to follow
up prosecution of tax crimes.
Establishing liability is a difficult issue.
We also discovered a fascinating tension relevant to prosecution and investigation
decisions around which tax crime to pursue and in what way. Namely, the tension
between the dual responsibilities of authorities to simultaneously maximise
revenue while also being responsible for prosecution. This can produce decisions
which focus on easy to recover and prosecute tax crimes, for example, at the
expense of more complex yet potentially more serious tax crime.
This is relevant to the next issue, which is judicial bias, for example, against
certain suspects from lower socio-economic sections of society, and pre-trial pleas
for more complex and potentially serious offenders.
Demonstrating an intention to evade tax is often problematic for prosecutors.
Lack of expertise across EU is an issue. For example, we only have two
universities offering courses on forensic accounting.
Alteration to “The Beckham Law” in Spain demonstrates that sudden changes in
tax laws can catch people out.

Focus groups
We held focus groups in 10 Member States across the EU. Bringing participants together in
focus groups was a way of breaking down silos. People involved in addressing tax crime,
including the different LEAs, don’t often talk to each other, and rarely have the type of forum
provided by the focus groups. As such, many voiced their appreciation of the opportunity.
Themes during discussions of focus groups
We wanted to identify various factors driving tax crimes and complicating its successful
prosecution. We discovered the following:
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Sweetheart deals / DPAs
Lenient sentencing
Lack of understanding of the impact of tax crimes
Media coverage of tax crime
Public perception of tax evasion as a serious crime
Operational factors
Cultural factors
AML, risk-based approach, reporting and dual use of enablers
A survey by PWC “pulling fraud out of the shadows” has shown that the
suspicious transaction monitoring was on the decline (from 22% in 2016 to 10% in
2018). A very few reports come from key enablers.
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The focus groups confirmed our suspicions insofar as that while all countries treat tax evasion
as a crime, the differences in other tax crimes across jurisdictions was less clear. For example,
what sort of information is reported to regulators is an issue. Due to the complexity of the
nature of tax crime, the diverging approaches and definitions, and the legal and cultural
differentials across jurisdictions, we are compelled to conceptualise blame in shades of grey
rather than black and white.
A policy recommendation arising from the focus groups is to focus on fraud, rather than
trying to define what a tax crime actually is, which is a more problematic definition. This
could be a potential solution to the cultural, legal and institutional complexities we discovered
in the focus groups. This is not only because fraud is prohibited in all EU Member States but
also because fraud is involved across many different types of tax crime, cutting across the
conceptual problem of successfully defining tax crime across the different jurisdictions and
types of cases.
Criminalisation and ‘responsibilisation’ are key issues. Criminalisation of tax offences does
not follow traditional approaches to culpability in some countries. For example, strict liability
offence exists for tax evasion in the UK whereby if one fails to prevent tax evasion in the UK,
they can be guilty of tax evasion offence. The treatment of tax offences more broadly across
EU, however, have different moral and legal culpability and thresholds, and these different
thresholds seem somewhat arbitrary. This is an area for alignment that would lead to more
harmonisation and successful prosecution of tax crimes.
Concluding remarks
The PROTAX project links into, and complements, the work that the OECD is doing. The EU
has already absorbed a number of recommendations from the OECD and is set to make
OECD principles legally enforceable. We believe it is important to get OECD principles
implemented and operational across EU.
3.5.2 LEAs requirements, inter-agency cooperation, international collaboration
Dr Fanou Rasmouki – Trilateral Research – PROTAX consortium
LEA requirements
Dr Rasmouki began her remarks by noting that the division of roles of LEA institutions
tasked with fighting tax crimes differ across the EU. We need to ascertain whether the
definition of responsibilities leads to weaknesses or vulnerabilities with regard to the
prosecution of tax crimes, such as duplication of work, conflicting goals and undermined
court judgments. We also need to assess thresholds and factors determining the nature of the
investigation: administrative or criminal procedure (or a parallel procedure).
LEAs from the following Member States stated that the investigative and prosecution
responsibilities within their jurisdiction are clearly defined: Czech Republic, Portugal, Malta,
Ireland and Italy. LEAs from Estonia, Finland and the UK reported that their division of
responsibilities displays a lack of clarity. However, participants from Finland do not believe
that the lack for clarity leads to vulnerabilities. Participants from the UK pointed towards the
overlapping interests between the various LEAs.
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From the focus groups, we identified the following aspects for improvement:
§
§
§
§
§

The authorities responsible for countering tax crimes ought to have full
surveillance authority and powers.
Investigators of tax crimes ought to have direct access to fiscal and tax
information.
FIUs need to be endowed with powers to suspend and freeze bank accounts.
There is need to ringfence initial investigation whereby the requirement to inform
suspects when looking for digital evidence and simplifying the undercover
legislation may be lifted.
Tax administration and customs auditors need to be conferred the necessary
investigative powers.

The following aspects were identified in the focus groups as impeding the use of legal
powers:
§ Lack of direct access to information relating to suspects
§ Inability to use collected records for criminal investigation
§ Suspects frustrating the investigation and prosecution procedures
§ Ability to deploy the necessary resources to make use of the legal powers.
Adequacy of LEA resources was an issue in most focus groups. PROTAX defines resources
as:
§ Human resources (Staff in relation to number of cases; level of expertise;
availability of training)
§ Technological resources (data analytics software; platforms for information
exchange)
§ Other resources.11
Participants revealed that there is an overall pattern of scarcity of resources. There are some
differences of opinion within single jurisdictions which reflects differences in the resources
available to different authorities, and sometimes different regions. The participants also
provided insights into resources that are lacking in their jurisdiction and resources they view
as adequate.
Factors that drive staff shortages are: divergence between employment conditions across
LEAs, private sector pull and legal factors causing a strain on the resources of staff.
With regard to lack of expertise, there are numerous factors that explain this, such as:
§
§

Lack of adequate and systematic training – as well as lack of time to attend
training
Lack of time for senior staff to invest in the training of junior staff

11

Other resources should envelope critical resource components such as financial, infrastructural and
organisational - as elaborated by the OECD TGPs, Principle 6. PROTAX proposes that other resources ought to
elongate the resource envelope to include cultural/perceptual resources such as local perceptions, morality,
attitudes, behaviours and practices towards paying taxes and tax crime.
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§
§

Lack of EU level platforms for all LEAs forming an eco-system of countering tax
crime, to draw from each other’s experience and expertise
Tax crime law and fraud investigation related courses offered by universities are
limited.

When asked what would best facilitate the daily job of LEAs, the focus groups participants
answered as follows:
§
§
§
§

Credible sanctions to deter tax evaders (Austria)
Prosecutors in other regions with less workload should be able to support their
colleagues in areas with higher workload, such as those working in the capital
(Czech Republic)
Need for a pause when it comes to legislation. Constantly discussing new
legislation leads to a situation where there is hardly any time to think about how to
implement them (Malta)
Cultural change driven by appropriate incentives (Italy).

Domestic inter-agency cooperation
From the focus groups, PROTAX identified several challenges affecting interagency
cooperation:
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Lack of a shared databases between LEAs
Restricted access to information of a given authority compared to other authorities
Multiplicity of relevant authorities
High workload of various LEA units inadvertently leading to a slowdown in
cooperation
Lack of willingness to collaborate from certain categories of enablers
Secrecy obligations creating obstacles to obtaining information from the private
sector but also within the LEA eco-system
The focus of some obliged entities is on ticking boxes rather than intelligence-led
flow of information.

We identified the following success factors:
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Easy and frequent communication
Examples of shared databases among LEAs
Good relationships across the LEA eco-system, allowing them to reach out to one
another easily for information requests or consultation
Informal communication channels
The size of the country and the level of bureaucracy
Good public-private partnerships
Guidance and training from relevant authorities
Tools of digital exchange of information (including obliged entities)
International collaboration.

Challenges
§

It is challenging to determine the quality of international cooperation
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§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Differences in tax crime legal frameworks, definitions and terminologies
Competition amongst jurisdictions in the EU can lead to reluctance to divulge
information
Question as to who ‘cashes the fine’ from tax evaders
E-commerce/online platforms
Language barriers
Collaboration in the framework of JITs can sometimes prove challenging
Regarding Brexit, differences in tax and customs regimes along with a hard border
could lead to a proliferation of smuggling activities.

Success factors
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

LEAs have been involved in international cases where convictions were successful
Quality of evidence
IT solutions have been deployed to counter the problem of VAT carousels
The European investigation order
The increasing collaboration in Europe can close communication and trust gaps
JITs and liaison officers
Cultural similarities and common interests.

3.5.3 Dual role of enablers, benchmarks & best practices – recommendations
Dr Reinhard Kreissl – VICESSE – PROTAX Consortium
Two points are most relevant for the role enablers play in tax crime. The first is their dual role
in reporting tax crime and defending client interests; and the second is their role in
influencing policy.
This presentation began with a thought experiment to try and articulate the difference between
law in books and reality. The thought experiment was this: imagine if we could create the best
policy and legal framework possible for resolving tax crime. Even if we could do this
perfectly, the national cultural conditions would mean that even then, we have differences
across jurisdictions and in the success of how that law translates into enforcement of tax
crime.
What this means is that law in books and law in reality have to be separately considered.
Why? Because the specific infrastructure and the unnoticed cultural factors are important for
enforcement of tax crime.
We can see this in the role of enablers of tax crime. Enablers have a role in providing advice
to clients, or navigating complex tax law on behalf of corporations, or whatever that specific
role is. Enablers have a dual role. However, they have also been ‘responsibilised’ by
authorities, a role which should in fact belong to LEAs.
The focus groups showed an understanding of the conflicts between enablers, LEAs and
authorities took on very different forms. For example, the question of information sharing.
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How much information do we need? The need for transparency is both rational and
reasonable; however, a product of this need is surveillance.
So, enablers must therefore balance the responsible role in informing authorities with another
question: what does this mean for the privacy and data protection of my clients? There is no
easy solution to this: Do we balance this out? Do we come up with a completely new system?
This dual role of enablers points to another aspect arising from the focus group discussions:
the policy cycle, and who is represented in this policy process. Who is represented in the
advisory groups and so on? There is usually a strong representation by enablers – for
example, the big four accountancy firms. However, very rarely, if at all, is there
representation from NGOs.
At the policy level, this produces a bias in the policy process. Enablers are at the table
influencing what policy should be. Whereas other groups with a stake or societal interest in
tax crime, but from a different perspective, who could suggest different ways of doing policy,
or suggest new systems, or provide balance to this presence of enablers, are absent. Thus, bias
in the policy process is almost inevitable.
Both these factors concerning enablers’ role in tax crime need to be addressed in order to
improve both the investigation and prosecution of tax crime. This shows the importance of
addressing the environment in which tax crime is produced.

3.6. Discussion Panel - Major challenges and opportunities to countering and
preventing tax crime
Chair: Umut Turksen – Coventry University
Panel: Petra Vitkova - Prosecutor’s Office, Czech Republic
Rain Kuus – Estonian Tax and Customs Board, Estonia
Italo Borrello – FIU, Bank of Italy, Italy
Rui Correia Marques – Prosecutor’s Office, Portugal
Kadriann Ikkonen – Tallin Administration Court, Estonia
Petra Vitkova – Prosecutor’s Office, Czech Republic
Ms Vitkova’s contribution highlighted two primary problems in the investigation and
prosecution of tax crime.
1. The essentially transnational nature of tax crime. Tax criminals seek to take
advantage of mutually competitive jurisdictions. This compounds another issue with
tax crime, namely, we can only see one part of a much larger crime or network. The
result of this is only investigating and prosecuting aspects of a much larger crime.
2. Criminal proceeds from tax crime are invested in other types of crime and vice versa –
drugs, terrorism, the property market.
As a result of this, there is a strong need to share good practice and information across
authorities and jurisdictions.
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Rain Kuus – Estonian Tax and Customs Board, Estonia
Rain’s contribution emphasised the need for both the “whip and the cookie” approach in the
improvement of tax crime enforcement.
He said it is important to use communication with all taxpayers to try and communicate that
taxes are not “collected”, that taxes are “paid”.
He encouraged participants to try and develop a willingness to pay taxes for citizens’ own
accord. This is the cultural aspect to changing public perception of tax crime, a point picked
up in our focus groups.
It is important to make it as easy and as “comfortable” as possible for the public to pay taxes.
This is important to think about when we think about prevention of tax crime.
In addition to making it very easy to pay, and culturally very positive to pay taxes, there ought
to be “zero tolerance” of every mistake and infringement.
He said we can supervise those who do not respect society’s rules. Rain reasserts in
conclusion that, he believes, as an investigator, the most effective way of preventing tax crime
is ultimately investigation.
Italo Borrelo - Financial Intelligence Unit (FIU) - Bank of Italy
This contribution set out to communicate and clarify the role that FIUs play in the tax crime
environment. FIUs are independent and autonomous bodies established between the private
sector and the ‘competent authorities’ who are charged with combating money laundering,
predicate offences and terrorism financing.
FIUs do this by playing a specific role, i.e., by analysing and intercepting financial flows that
may be linked to criminal activities. They do this by receiving, analysing and disseminating
suspicious financial reports.
As such, their role is primarily to “disseminate intelligence” (the analysis of suspicious
information) but not to investigate or play any judicial role. It is separate from this task, both
in substance and operationally. So, FIUs will not detect tax crime, but rather, will analyse any
suspicious activity.
The Financial Action Task Force (FATF) assigns a broad mandate to FIUs; however, the
main goal of FIUs differs in emphasis from other authorities insofar as it is to “protect the
integrity of the economy”.
The second key message highlighted concerning FIUs is their international collaboration.
International standards for FIUs are set by the OECD, and FIUs are expected to share
information not only with counterparts internally, but are called upon to cooperate with each
other. This is also true within the EU framework, as set out in previous directives which
reinforced cooperation between FIUs.
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Italo recommended that relevant cross border analysis ought to be conducted in order to
develop other synergies and forms of cooperation, such as assistance with LEAs, cooperation
and assistance between FIUs and customs authorities.
There is increasing awareness of the use of the information and expertise of the FIUs, even
for the purpose of preventing and combating other crimes beyond tax crimes. The 10 global
OECD principles are also relevant here. FIUs are also specifically relevant to the anticorruption field. Therefore, they have a broad and important analytical role. At the Egmont
Group,12 there is a discussion of the roles of counterparts in relation to critical areas, including
asset tracing, organised crime and terrorism.
Rui Correria – Prosecutors Office, Portugal
Major challenges and opportunities and countering and preventing tax crimes
First major challenge identified in countering tax crime is confiscation. Again, because tax
crime and the proceeds of tax crime are international and cross border in nature, the
confiscation of assets and proceeds is not always within the jurisdiction of the LEA or
judiciary of the MS in which the crime is prosecuted.
Council Framework Decision 2003/577/JHA addressed this. It expresses the principle of
mutual recognition as a cornerstone of judicial cooperation. Regulation EU 2018/1805
addresses the mutual recognition of freezing orders and confiscation orders. The latter
established a new paradigm. Authorities are now mandated to establish rules to oblige without
formalities for the freezing of assets across borders. How this will work operationally and in
practice has yet to be fully established.
What is required, however, is a move from a framework of mutual recognition between
different jurisdictions to one of mutual trust. This would mean authorities allow other states to
perform judicial acts in their territories because they trust them.
Three E-Evidence proposals present major opportunities in countering tax crimes. The
European Production Order would allow a judicial authority in one Member State to get eevidence from another service provider within 20 days.
The European Preservation Order obliges a service provider in one Member State to preserve,
on request, data that may be required for future investigation of tax crime by another Member
State.
The European Investigation Order (EIO) replaces existing measures for sharing evidence in
Mutual Legal Assistance (MLA) between Member States. It streamlines the process, by
introducing:
§
§

mutual recognition of other Member States’ judicial decisions
standardised forms for making requests

12

The Egmont Group is a united international body of 164 FIUs set up to secure the exchange of expertise and
financial intelligence in order to combat money laundering and terrorist financing. https://egmontgroup.org/en
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§

specified time limits for responding.13

These orders offer opportunities for streamlining and joining up collaboration and MLA. The
main challenges with these orders are execution, languages and time limits.
Kadriann Ikkonen – Tallin Administration Court, Estonia
The contribution from Ikkonen emphasised the role of preventing tax evasion in a domestic
context. He opined that there are two main motivators behind why people decide to pay taxes:
1. It is beneficial; it is likely to cause larger problems for individual than avoiding tax is
worth.
2. Moral duty – it is a “pro-social” behaviour.
Two main approaches:
1. The ecosystem has to be supportive of the tax authorities.
2. An efficient tax system will result in more tax collected.
People more willingly pay taxes where they feel less insecurity and distance between
government and people. “Tax morality” is interestingly higher in more religious countries,
and, obviously, where enforcement is efficient.
Estonia has held tax campaigns to promote the pro-social aspect of paying tax. An example
shown was a poster reading “Unpaid taxes leave a trace” with a picture of a hole in the road.
Another asks: “Do you like ambulance, police, fire brigade?”, embedding the link between
popular and vital public services and taxes in the public’s mind.
A factor contributing to citizens’ willingness to pay tax and be positive about doing so is trust
that state institutions will spend it well. The moral aspect of paying tax varies from country to
country and over time. In Estonia currently, it is not seen as good to avoid taxes. It is viewed
as socially unacceptable. This distinguishes Estonia from other countries in which avoiding
taxes is not seen as morally unacceptable, and tax crime not viewed as serious.
Other examples of a “pro tax” campaign in Estonia is one where the largest corporate
taxpayer is announced each year by the government, something that is viewed as positive and
presents this company to the public as both successful in what it does and socially
responsible.
Cash, it was claimed, produces disincentives to pay tax. A cash transaction ‘results in
temptation not to pay taxes’. Another measure to improve tax efficiency is to encourage
electronic payments. Electronic payments help tax authorities to find things very quickly, so
efficiencies are improved.
Other measures in Estonia include: Invoices above 1000 euros must be declared. Phone lines
have been established to anonymously report suspicious tax behaviour to authorities. The
13

YouGov Guidance: European Investigation Orders requests: https://www.gov.uk/guidance/europeaninvestigation-orders-requests .
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campaign is called “Give us a hint”. Court judgments concerning tax crime are made public;
95 per cent of people file taxes on online, and payment of bills online helps to reduce tax
crime. It makes as much of the tax system digital as possible, which improves efficiency,
accountability and the ease with which people can pay taxes.
As a result of these measures, making paying tax more culturally “pro-social” and making it
convenient and easy, along with disincentives to avoidance, tax crime in Estonia, Ikkonen
concluded, is not so attractive a proposition as it may be in other jurisdictions.
Panel discussion
The first question addressed by the panel was whether there was value in having an FIU at the
European level. The response from the panel was that while it saw a strong need for more cooperation at the European level, at all levels, FIUs also need to remain focused on national
behaviours. Enhanced collaboration is key.
It was further emphasised that while collaboration was important, the distinct functions of
investigation and FIUs should be maintained. Also, the AML directive is strong on
information sharing, which should be exploited.
The importance of establishing good practices within your own administration was
emphasised as an important component of the discussion, not only laws and regulations.
The panel discussed the value of PROTAX and the tool the PROTAX consortium is
developing. The panel agreed that the project should develop something that authorities and
LEAs can use to better understand what other countries are doing, how they work, what the
differences are. Additionally, it was communicated that the value of PROTAX has been
generating international collaboration through the project consortium. Whether because of
language or other reasons, “we” have been reluctant to engage and PROTAX has addressed
that in this project. It was confirmed and discussed that PROTAX will be developing a toolkit
that can be made bespoke for each country.
In conclusion, panel members offered alternative views on the overall tax system, with one
contributor asking for a debate on whether the tax system is in fact fair, and whether or not
high income individuals and corporations avoid tax because they think that they are paying
too much. This was in contrast to another position that identified the desire to not pay tax as
being down to greed, ‘pure and simple’, and it must be investigated and prosecuted forcefully.
The panel agreed that taxation was the basis of statehood, and must be defended.

3.7 Guest presentations and Q&A session
3.7.1 The fight against tax crime: A Maltese perspective
Marvin Gaerty – Commissioner for Revenue, and Alfred Camilleri – Ministry of Finance
Mr Gaerty started by stressing the importance of cooperation and knowledge exchange in
conferences such as this PROTAX conference emphasises the message that we all have
shared problems when it comes to dealing with financial crime.
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In Malta, tax crime is currently tackled with the aid of a high-level strategy:
§
§
§

There is continuous analysis of tax evasion and the shadow/cash economy,
identifying risks and action plans for addressing these risks.
Maltese authorities work to eliminate legal and practical obstacles for pursuing
criminal investigations for tax evasion, and investigating tax evasion as more than
a mere administrative offence.
Malta is working to enhance the use of financial intelligence in criminal
investigations of tax-related offences and more proactively pursuing parallel
financial investigations, including money laundering.

Risks and challenges
The Maltese economy is cash intensive and cash transactions present a risk of underreporting, especially where consumers do not have any incentive to receive invoices or
receipts from businesses. According to the NRA, the shadow economy in Malta accounts for
about 5% of GDP, whilst the OECD average is 3%. The use of transferable cheques also
obscures the link between payment and payer.
Successes and progress to date
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Cooperation with other authorities, such as FIAU, ECU, MFSA and ARB. In the
cooperation with FIAU, Malta received more than100 reports from them to preaudit and analyse.
Simplification of tax legislation and a shift to final withholding taxes on
transactions (revenues collected at source).
Engagement of forensic experts to assist with criminal investigations, such as
experts in data collection and analysis, collection and preservation of evidence,
court experts.
Currently there are two criminal prosecutions underway and an investigation into
two major leaks (Panama Papers and Swiss leak).
Tax amnesties: Approximately €2 billion in assets registered and € 86 million tax
collected.
Registration of rental agreements.
Investigation officers: qualifications, training, experience – engaging and retaining
a skilled work force.
Reducing cash transactions: Including measures limiting the use of cash as a
payment method by limiting cash payments and cash withdrawals to stipulated
amounts.

Way forward
Mr Gaerty highlighted ways the Maltese could improve its tax collection, including the
processing and integration of data received from exchanges between various tax authorities
within the income tax systems, as follows:
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§

Information on the AEOI (CRS/DAC2, DAC1 income from employment, director
fees, immovable property, pension) and consolidated the taxpayers that
match across all types of exchange indicated.

§

For CRS (2016/17), processed the information and included the income tax return
information for taxpayers that matched. Also, provided specific information
where taxpayers did not match an automated set of criteria.

§

For the files related to income from employment and director fees, provided a
consolidated set of information that show taxpayers that match and those that do
not match and for those that match, the income tax return data was also provided.

§

For pensions and immovable properties, details of matched and not matched
taxpayers are provided separately.

§

Continue incentivising the use of electronic payments, possibly through the
promotion of electronic payments in business to consumer transactions.

§

Introducing direct obligations for all suppliers of goods or services to operate
EPOS systems and in this respect possibly looking to provide SMEs with
incentives to introduce simple and easy-to-use online systems.

§

Further facilitation of information sharing and some independent functioning
within the CFR internal functions and with related agencies, e.g., prosecution
powers to the police.

§

Identifying key provisions within the current Maltese framework (both legal and
practical) that obstruct the pursuit of criminal investigations for tax- related
offences and detailing a framework to handle tax offences of a suspected
‘fraudulent/criminal’ nature, combining FIAU, police force and IRD input in a
single investigative function.

§

Measures targeting ‘legal’ barriers to the pursuit of criminal investigations for taxrelated offences.

§

Clarifying and, where relevant, extending the offences triggering “tax evasion”
implications.

§

Extending powers to the courts to issue ‘unexplained wealth orders’ which could
lead to seizure of assets.

IRD Investigation Policy provides for a distinction between tax investigations related to:
§

tax offences of an administrative nature (covering matters of interpretation of law,
tax technical matters, infringements arising out of uninformed or inexperienced
taxpayer decisions etc.);

§

tax offences of a suspected fraudulent or criminal nature.
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§

a new policy which would specifically regulate ‘fraudulent/criminal’
investigations of tax-related offences covering aspects such as investigative
powers including use of technology and communication data power;

§

liaison with AG/Police Force deciding on and proceeding with prosecution;

§

taxpayer human rights and legal safeguards for suspects of criminal offence.

IT solutions
§

Look at options to use software that can analyse patterns and networks across all
types of information such that the high-risk taxpayers can be determined across
information type and years. This software is in use within the customs and Malta
will be procuring consultancy services to use the files directly.

§

Explore AI and machine learning options to automate further and improve
taxpayer matching.

§

Use analytics to assess risk to revenue. This is planned to be included within the
whole context of risk assessment by the end of 2020.

§

Continue to incentivise use of electronic payments – possibly through the
promotion of electronic payments in business to consumer transactions.

§

Introduce direct obligations for all suppliers of goods or services to operate the
ePOS system.

§

Identify key provisions without our current framework (legal and practical) that
obstruct the pursuit of criminal investigations.

§

Investigate policy providing for a distinction between tax investigations –
specifically, it’s not administrative!

§

Develop new policy which would specifically regulate fraudulent criminal
investigations

Additional IT priorities include:
§
§

Liaison with police forces
Taxpayer human rights and legal safeguards for suspects of criminal offence must
be respected.

3.7.2 Strategic orientation of the authorities in Malta towards Tax Crime
Alfred Camilleri - Permanent Secretary, Ministry for Finance - Malta
This presentation focussed on the strategic orientation of the authorities in Malta towards Tax
crime, and the relationship this has with issues of implementation.
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Strategic policy making
Even on a small island, like Malta, there are silos. This is biggest obstacle to successful
joined-up effort. This makes strategic policymaking to overcome this very important.
One of the most important objectives of fiscal policy is maximising revenue. However, this
primary objective motivates authorities to go for low hanging fruit where the issues may be
less complex, but the tax evasion is also less than in more complex cases.
Tax crime is not only best challenged through investigation. It is also important to remove the
opportunities and incentives for tax evasion from within fiscal policy. Removing grey areas
that can be exploited is also important.
Tax crime is an economic crime; it is therefore a matter of opportunity costs versus benefit
costs. This can be implemented through fiscal policy. For example, rental income used to be
taxed at a relatively high rate. This was used to remove the attraction of people trying to
engage in evasion through rentals. This approach paid off. The tax base and revenue in this
area more than doubled.
Strategy – Maltese strategy has been to strengthen legal, technical and administrative
functions – and to simplify them. Complexity creates opportunities for tax crime.
An impact assessment of fiscal legislation should be conducted to establish the extent to
which criminal opportunities and incentives are produced by policy.
Naming and shaming is a useful deterrent. One of the biggest concerns for many rich people –
particularly those with high standing in society – resulting from publication of the Panama
papers and Swiss leaks case was reputational damage. Maximum transparency of court
proceedings and publicity are therefore strong deterrents.
Resources are important, however, what is more important is directing and targeting resources
and deciding how resources should be used.
For example, combining tax departments can overcome silos. In Malta, VAT worked
independently of Customs and Income Tax; however, they now share resources, strategies and
information. So, existing resources have been maximised, according to Alfred.
Another approach to maximising information has been the use of tax amnesties, whereby
people can be free to declare and pay unpaid taxes without fear of prosecution. Not only does
this widen the tax base but the information gleaned from those amnesties is important for
future strategies, policies and investigations.
Overcoming silos has been a success in Malta. Banks, investigators, tax authorities might sit
around the table and have a discussion, but they were not a team. Now, the police are teaming
up with tax departments. Having prior memoranda of understanding in place to ensure
information is shared is also having the desired impact.
The next step for Maltese tax authorities is to develop a national intelligence database with
appropriate access.
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Previously, the capacity in universities was limited to just short courses. Now, there are fully
fledged tax crime study units and forensic studies to help build the expertise needed for
tomorrow.
Alfred said a ‘no nonsense’ approach to people handling substantial amounts of cash is also
working in Malta. Cash is becoming suspicious. The banking system has become averse to
dealing in cash. Indeed, ‘anyone handling cash’ faces such obstacles.
Alfred concluded his remarks with these observations:
§
§

§
§
§

Complexity creates opportunities.
We need to find the right balance between legislation and its implementation –
there is a need to evaluate the implementation of new laws, we implemented the
fourth AML Directive, but we did not really study its impact. Now, we are
implementing AML5 but without really knowing what AML4 did. Perhaps more
fiscal and policy impact assessments can address this.
We need to regulate new economic areas, such as the purveyance of medicinal
cannabis and Bitcoin.
We need to share experiences at a practical level.
We need to look more at incentives and less on morality as a deterrent.

3.7.3 FCInet, an alternative way of data matching and exchange of information
Jules Anthonia, FCInet– financial criminal investigation network
Jules described the FCInet as an alternative way of data matching and exchange of
information. He suggested that the FCInet may be able to offer a potential solution to several
of the key issues raised at the conference, such as the nature of financial crimes being
interlinked with other types of crimes, the problem of silos, and the need to strike the right
balance between privacy and financial investigations.
He also provided some background to the FCInet, which is a transnational IT tool for fighting
money laundering and tax crime worldwide. The initial funding for the development of the
technology came from the Commission in 2007 for a system called FIU.NET. FIU.NET was
exclusively dedicated to the FIUs of the EU Member states. In 2016 the directors of the
OECD TAX Enforcement Agencies initiated a new project based on FIU.NET and called it
FCInet, Financial (and/or) Criminal Investigation Network. The purpose of FCInet is to
exchange and match information required for investigating crime across borders using
information held in separate databases within different jurisdictions. A range of OECD
countries welcomed the project, including the UK HMRC and tax enforcement agencies in the
Netherlands.
The following graphic depicts the information position of one Financial / Criminal
Investigation Unit or Service (FCIS).
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Our challenge is to bring this information (in the slide) together in an optimum way.
Sometimes the investigator has an indication that there might be information available with a
counterpart, but very often it is obvious what the links are between the information in the
individual FCISs. How should we bring this information together? The conventional approach
would be to centralise it all, to bring together all of the data to one place at same time. This
could be defined as the COLLECT approach. FCInet, however, uses a de-centralised
approach. There is no central database, no data collected together. Rather it uses a privacy
enhanced technology called Match to bring the data together, which could be defined as the
CONNECT approach. The FCInet ensures that we can get the right information at the right
time. Importantly, this does not require getting all of the information, but only the relevant,
need-to-know information. The required information can be “pre-identified” without exposing
unnecessary information and infringing security, privacy and confidentiality. This also gives
confidence to the LEA or authority providing the information that they are adhering to
privacy laws and confidentiality.
Here is an example of how the FCInet works. Agency A and Agency B need to work together.
Both have databases.
If you are agency A, how do you know there is relevant data in B’s dataset? And on what
basis can you make a request for it?
FCInet creates a hash key (one-way encryption) for each name of A’s dataset. The then
hashed data set is aggregated in a ‘filter’. Think of it as keys and a lock. All the keys of
Agency A can open A’s lock. Instead of sharing the open names or the hash keys, FCIS A
only shares the lock (the filter) with Agency B. Locally at B, Agency B then tries to open the
lock that was sent to see if there is a hit (i.e., the database has spotted a pattern). Agency B
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can only see its own data subjects. So, they can only see if there has been a hit, - after which
they can verify the information. At no time can they see other information. After this stage
has been confirmed, that there is indeed a pattern, they can start an information exchange on
that basis.
So, the system provides autonomous, anonymous analysis. It can also be used for tracing
money flows, not just people.
The FCInet currently is operating across two domains – tax and crime – in 25+ countries.
Discussion
In the Q&A following his presentation, Jules was asked by a member of the audience whether
FCInet is envisaged for FIUs only or other investigators too? He responded that both can use
the system. It has been developed for FIUs but, for example, a project between the Dutch FIU
and the tax enforcement agency related to two datasets on terrorist finances and corruption.
The system found a match between FIUs and terrorist finances. This tool would be ideal for
LEAs. It is inconceivable that an LEA will send an e-mail to all Member States asking for
information on someone, and expect that to be successful.
The discussion moved on to usage issues. The software is free but all countries (not agencies),
for now, must pay €100.000 entrance fee. The more countries join, the less expensive it will
be.
Another question concerned the reliability and quality of the data addressed. When data is
uploaded, it will be standardised, and filters are created to address pattern recognition. The
data itself comes from Member States with some variability in the quality and reliability of
data. So, as with all databases, if you have rubbish going in, you will get rubbish coming out.
Data protection issues were raised from another member of the audience. Jules responded
that the University of Groningen conducted a study on data protection for the tool.

3.7.4 OLAF (the European Anti-Fraud office), its role in fighting EU Budget Revenue Fraud
James Sweeney from OLAF described OLAF’s role in fighting EU budget revenue fraud.
First, he described OLAF’s mandate, i.e., to
§ Conduct independent administrative investigations into fraud and the EU budget in
order to defend the EU taxpayer.
§ Investigate serious misconduct by EU staff.
§ Develop EU policies to counter fraud.
OLAF has administrative investigation powers, and can then make recommendations to the
authority responsible for criminal investigations. Part of OLAF’s role is ‘to break down silos
between and within Member States”. OLAF is a transnational body working with banks,
police and tax authorities, including FRONTEX, Europol and INTERPOL. OLAF’s
operational competence especially concerns tax matters. In legal and operational terms,
OLAF can investigate both:
Type 1 – Customs fraud with linked VAT element
Type 2 – Classical VAT fraud.
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The main EU customs tax fraud is valuation fraud. OLAF addresses issues such as the
following:
§
§
§
§
§

Goods declared to EU customs at a fraction of the real price
Customs and duties not paid
Footwear and textiles from China, the
true value of which is 10 times the declared value.
Organised criminals behind this flow.

Mr Sweeney said that procedures have been put in place to facilitate trade and they are good
so long as they are handled by good moral traders, but they can be easily abused.
Here is how valuation fraud works. Under declaration of value is a big issue within the EU.

He said we have a single market for certain types of fraud. For example, under-valuation
fraud amounted to €2.5 billion in 2017 and 2018. Related VAT fraud amounted to €5 billion.
Lately, e-commerce has been a bigger instance of fraud that is not declaring properly what is
in a container. China is exporting this type of fraud. Everything leaving China under €20 can
be declared as ‘a gift’, so they pay no duty and the item is not checked by customs.
Carousel frauds also concern OLAF. Data sharing is key to resolving this type of fraud. Fraud
is one reason why the tax gap is so large.
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Discussion
Another question concerned the issue of cash couriers being a continuing problem. One of the
major problems is shipments of cash sent back to ‘origin’ countries, in luggage etc.
Undeclared repatriated money (cash) runs into the billions, but it is impossible to precisely
say how much. Another question concerned how much of a problem is fraud in EU-funded
projects. He responded that it is difficult to say, there have been some studies, but never with
a precise figure. For example, in the case of the Common Agricultural Policy, there is shared
management, so the EC is responsible for sending money out, but the distribution of those
funds is the responsibility of Member States. There are still serious issues in some countries.

4. Conclusion
Umut Turksen – PROTAX consortium – Coventry University
In summing up, Prof Turksen concluded that the issues raised by our keynote speakers,
stakeholders and panels showed that PROTAX is on the right course, honing in on the human
factor in the pursuit of successful tax crime enforcement. We’ve had a good exchange of
information; collaboration has started in some areas, and future work and discussions have
been identified.
The law and criminals are not static, and so we cannot be complacent. For example, we found
a new law in Italy just two days before the submission of our focus group deliverable. This
demonstrates the need, we believe, for the type of tool we are designing, which will be able to
help build capacity for LEAs to respond dynamically to changing environments. PROTAX’s
overall aim is to harmonise levels of organisation, networking and foreground concerning the
importance of the human factor in tax crime enforcement, and the conference has successfully
pushed that forward.
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